Dear Suzanne Boyd,

As a reminder: If you are travelling or plan to travel in the Spring semester, please be sure to follow the UWM Travel Guidelines.

Suzanne Boyd
Chair, Professor
Department of Mathematical Sciences
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

-----

Course Evaluations

Course Evaluations have been placed in your mail drawers for the Fall 2019 semester. Please return them as soon as possible.

Final Exams

Final Exams will be held during the week of December 16, 2019. Please make sure to complete all exams on time.

Travel

If you are travelling or plan to travel in the Spring semester, please be sure to follow the UWM Travel Guidelines.

Spring 2019 Updates

* All returning instructors must complete January 15, 2020 for the required course coordinator meetings for spring.

Suzanne Boyd
Chair, Professor
Department of Mathematical Sciences
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

-----

Best,

Suzanne Boyd

-----

Important Dates

Dec 12: Study day
Dec 14-16: Final Examination Period
Dec 23: Fall contents are due in office
Dec 30: Holiday deadline for instructor grading
Jan 2-18: Winterim
Jan 21: Spring Semester begins

Department Holiday Party

The annual departmental holiday party will be held during the Friday, December 13 from 12-2 pm and E403 building.

-----

Contact

Read our online newsletter with any concerns or requests.

Join our LinkedIn Group!

Like us on Facebook!

-----
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A Message from the Department Chair, Professor Suzanne Boyd

The end of the semester is a time of high emotions. Instructions may be looking forward to getting their grains over with, so they design grades then take a well-deserved break. They may be happily planning holiday events and/or traveling. For students (both undergraduate and graduate), the end of term is likely a time of high stress, at the culmination of a busy semester. Some of us will not be finishing our class successfully despite their efforts.

This next couple of weeks, I take this time one moment at a time. I try to remember the interaction by remembering the other human being is dealing with a whole host of problems most of which are totally unaware. Many of our students have financial insecurities or family complications making final exams and the learning holiday exam stress extra mental.

Our department has the utmost opportunity to impact nearly every UW student. On the whole we have developed a pretty positive reputation on campus, among educators. I frequently get to hear success stories rooted in our actions, and our instructors and students share even more compliments and awards! This is a great situation to be in, but one we must work every day to maintain. So I think back and every time I see you for your service to bring in their own dish or bravery, I hope you continue your work as unique human being, struggling yet full of potential, and strive to treat each of them, and yourself, with compassion.

Looking forward to seeing you all in 2020!

Best,

Suzanne Boyd